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P re fa c e

O

ne of the main goals of teachers of reading is to help students learn
to comprehend text. In these days post-NRP (National Reading
Panel Report 2000), most of us are well aware of the importance of teaching readers to be strategic. We have learned that good readers apply a
variety of processes to make sense out of print. We know that students
who succeed in comprehending text are actively involved in the reading
processes—processes that require the ability to make predictions, to confirm or disaffirm those predictions, to ask questions, to infer and visualise,
and to monitor understanding as they read. We know that skilled readers
have schemata for particular topics, text structures, metacognitive activities, and forms of language, and they draw on those schemata as they read.
These readers use prior knowledge interactively with new information
in the text. They apply a variety of strategies simultaneously to facilitate
comprehension. Reading comprehension is clearly not the mastery of isolated skills or the verbatim reproduction of information as it appears on
the page.
Many of us constantly look for new ways to help our students with
such important comprehension processes as predicting, visualising, making inferences, monitoring, synthesising and summarising. Through studying professional texts and attending staff development sessions, teachers
familiarise themselves with strategies and materials to teach these processes to students across the year levels. Most of us have favourites—
strategies we like to teach and strategies we know work well for our
students. But we are always looking for more good ideas. The purpose of
this book is to add to the teacher’s repertoire of strategies and perhaps to
provide a new focus on tried and true favourites.
Volumes of research have attempted to identify which strategies
skilled readers use most often. When we examine these studies as a whole,
we find a group of meta-strategies that emerge as being key for understanding as we read. Although the research literature discusses many
other strategies, these seven appear to have the greatest support. Today
these meta-strategies have a major impact on how reading comprehension
is being taught:
· Making connections (finding ties within the text, to another text, from
known information to new information, to your life, to the world)
· Monitoring reading for meaning (sometimes called clarifying; knowing what’s not making sense and applying “fix-up” strategies as
necessary)
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· Determining important information (identifying the story line in narrative texts and main ideas in expository texts; distinguishing main
ideas from details)
· Visualising (creating images in your mind; “seeing the story” in your
mind’s eye)
· Asking questions (generating questions from the text, the author,
yourself)
· Making inferences (predicting, wondering, assessing what is going on)
· Summarising and synthesising (applying new knowledge to what is
known and generating new ideas)
In the National Reading Panel Report, comprehension strategies are
defined as “specific procedures that guide students to become aware of
how well they are comprehending as they attempt to read” (NRP, pp. 4–40).
For example, students may be taught to generate questions about the text
as they read—usually of the why, what, how, when or where variety. By generating and trying to answer these questions, the reader processes the text
more actively (NRP, pp. 4–40). The value of the cognitive meta-strategies
for comprehension instruction is that they provide a way for teachers to
break through students’ passivity and involve them in their own learning.
Another important value of cognitive strategies in comprehension instruction is their “usefulness in the development of instructional procedures”
(NRP, pp. 4–40).
The value of a book like this one is just what the NRP describes:
It provides teachers with a toolkit of learning strategies that are designed
to actively engage students in comprehension processes and that were
developed as specific instructional procedures with clearly delineated
steps for implementation. The strategies are arranged alphabetically for
easy reference. Year-level recommendations for the use of each instructional strategy are offered. Goals for each strategy are outlined under the
heading “Why Do We Use It?” with reference to many of the big seven
metacognitive meta-strategies. Directions on how to implement the
instructional strategy are provided in a similar clear, coherent format
throughout the book. Graphics and examples are provided to illustrate
the strategies. Finally, the book includes references and additional information to help teachers modify and expand the use of the strategies in
their own classrooms.
This text is a reflection of my ongoing efforts to assist preservice and
inservice teachers in their efforts to teach students effectively in the busy
world of real-life schools. Many people have provided input and support
in the development of this book. I am indebted to the children, teachers
and administrators I have worked with in Seattle and San Francisco communities over the last thirty-five years. They have helped me to understand and refine my beliefs about effective reading instruction. In
particular, I want to thank the graduate students in my reading courses at
the University of San Francisco. Their questions and insights constantly
press me into lifelong learning and reflection. Many of them generously
shared ideas and materials for this book, and I am most grateful to them:
Stephanie Abramowitz, Caryn Barry, China Byon, Stephanie Chin, Jenn
Jurcy, Lindsay Kahn, Christine Labagh, Eliza Lurie, Brooke Nylen,
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3
B i o Po e m
Also Called: Name Poem, Character Poetry
Suggested Year Levels: 3 to 8
Elements Addressed: Character
Meta-Strategies Incorporated: Making connections, making inferences, summarising and synthesising
Supplies: Any text with a strong central character, bio poem worksheet
or lined paper and handout with bio poem formula, pens or pencils

W H AT I S A B I O P O E M ?

●

A bio poem is a creative piece of writing assigned to facilitate analysis of a
character.

W h e n D o We U s e I t ?
This strategy is best used after students have finished reading a novel
or a story or after they have studied a nonfiction character.

W h y D o We U s e I t ?
To write a bio poem, a student must develop an understanding of
the subject, whether a literary character or a famous person. This requires
analysing the text to build comprehension.

H o w D o We U s e B i o Po e m s ?
After students have finished reading a story or a nonfiction selection
(or have finished listening to a story), the teacher distributes a handout
with the formula printed on it. The teacher discusses the formula as well
as the notion of word choice and the role of words in poetry. To model, the
teacher leads the class in writing the first bio poem on the board as a
group.
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After the group has worked together on a poem, students have the
opportunity to write their own poem. They may select another character
from the same piece of literature to serve as a subject, or they may use the
formula after reading something new. After they complete their work,
students may share what they have written orally, or the teacher may post
the poems around the room.
To write the poem, students use this formula:
Line 1: Character’s first name
Line 2: Title given to the character
Line 3: Four words that describe the character
Line 4: “Lover of [three things, objects or ideas]”
Line 5: “Who believed [one idea or concept]”
Line 6: “Who wanted [three things]”
Line 7: “Who used [three things]”
Line 8: “Who gave [three things]”
Line 9: “Who said [direct quote]”
Line 10: Character’s last name or a synonymous descriptor

H o w E l s e C a n We U s e Th i s S t ra t e g y ?
Me Poem: Students write bio poems about themselves. Having students
write “Me poems” prior to writing bio poems is a good idea because most
students can describes themselves more easily than they can describe a
character.

W h e re C a n We L e a r n M o re ?
McLaughlin, M., & Allen, B. A. (2002). Guided comprehension: A teaching model for
grades 3–8. Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
Morrie, Y., & Simmons, B. (1995). Explorer “bio poem.” School Library Media
Activities Monthly, 11, 35.
Schulz, A. R. (1998). Bio-poems: A creative response scaffold. In Supporting intermediate and secondary readers: Selected interactive approaches for grades 4–12 (pp. 6–10).
Costa Mesa: CA: California Reading Association.
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Bio Poem

Figure 3.1

Bio Poem
Your Name _________________________________________________________
Title of Book ________________________________________________________

Line 1: Character’s first name
_____________________________________________________________________

Line 2: Title given to the character
_____________________________________________________________________

Line 3: Four words that describe the character
_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

Line 4: “Lover of [three things, objects or ideas]”
_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

Line 5: “Who believed [one idea or concept]”
_____________________________________________________________________

Line 6: “Who wanted [three things]”
_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

Line 7: “Who used [three things]”
_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

Line 8: “Who gave [three things]”
_____________________ _____________________ _____________________

Line 9: “Who said [direct quote]”
_____________________________________________________________________

Line 10: Character’s last name, or synonym that describes him/her
_____________________________________________________________________
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K- W- L C h a r t

25

Suggested Year Levels: P to 8
Elements Addressed: Character, expository text
Meta-Strategies Incorporated: Asking questions, summarising and
synthesising
Supplies: Any expository text or fiction containing many facts, whiteboard or flipchart and dark-coloured textas, lined paper, pencils

W H AT I S A K- W- L C H A R T ?

●

K-W-L is an acronym for know, want to know and learned. Students use a
chart to record their ideas and questions before reading a selection and
then to record what they have learned after reading.
Donna Ogle (1986), who first developed the K-W-L strategy, suggests
that it is best suited for text containing factual information. It can also be
used with fiction—but selectively. It would probably not be appropriate,
for example, with a fantasy story in which animals talk.

W h e n D o We U s e I t ?
The K-W-L strategy is used before and after the reading process.
Students fill out the first two columns of the chart (“know” and “want to
know”) before they begin reading literature containing factual information. They complete the third column (“learned”) after they have read.

W h y D o We U s e I t ?
Using this strategy, students activate their current knowledge before
reading. Next, they determine what they would like to learn, thereby
establishing a purpose for reading. Finally, they reflect on what they have
learned and summarise their understanding. This process helps them to
become more actively engaged in their reading, organise their thoughts,
put their knowledge in perspective, and integrate their new knowledge
with prior knowledge. Students can later look back at these charts to
review what they have learned.
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H o w D o We U s e K- W- L C h a r t s ?
Before reading, students create a chart with three columns, labelled
(1) “What I Know”, (2) “What I Want to Know” and (3) “What I Have
Learned”. Still before reading, they brainstorm what they know about the
subject matter and write the information in the first column of the chart. In
the second column, they write down what they would like to learn and
expect to learn through their reading. The teacher may model this process
on a whiteboard or flipchart before students begin their own charts.
As they read the book or section of the book—or just after they finish
reading—students write in the third column what they have learned. Also,
after they finish reading, they cross out or write notes next to any information in the first column that was incorrect. By organising their thoughts
in this way, students document their growing understanding of a topic.

H o w E l s e C a n We U s e Th i s S t ra t e g y ?
K-W-L-S: Students use a fourth column, labelled “Still Want to Know”, to
list unanswered questions that they would like to research further.
K-W-H-L: Students use a four-column chart to help access prior information. The K-W-L are the same as for the K-W-L chart. The H column is for
students to note how they can find out what they want to learn.
K-T-W-L: Students use this organiser to help predict and connect prior
knowledge. K-T-W-L stands for what I Know, what I Think I know, what I
Want to know and what I Learned.
KWL Flipchart: Using the format of the K-W-L chart, students make individual flipcharts. They fold paper in half, top to bottom, and then cut
the top section into three flaps and label the outsides of the flaps “K”,
“W”, and “L”. Next, they lift the flaps and write their ideas on the paper
beneath. By raising the flaps, they can look at the columns one at a time.
Alternative Wording: Instead of the previously discussed headings,
columns are titled “I Understand”, “I Don’t Understand” and “I Wonder”.
Group Chart: A whole class or a small group of students work together on
this activity, displaying their ideas on a board or chart paper. This works
well for younger children.
Affect: A fourth column is added to the chart for students to record how the
information affects them. In this column, students record their personal
responses to the information they have learned.
Small-Group Study: Groups of students focus on different aspects of the
book. Each group completes a chart specific to its subject area.
K-W-L Plus: After creating the K-W-L chart, students map what they have
listed in their “L” column, with the main topic in the middle and with
major concepts and important details stemming from the topic. Then they
write a summary of what they have learned. This incorporates tools of
restructuring text and rewriting information to help students process it.
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